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Return of the NEW CHALLENGERSÉ byarlieth



Introduction In 1999, when Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike hit arcades across the world, no one knew when players would master it, least of all the game’s Sound Management Director, Yoshinori Ono. For years, players strove to exhaust every technique, gimmick, combo, glitch and strategy from its nineteen-character roster, with only four of them (Ryu, Ken, Chun-Li and Akuma) from the original Street Fighter II series. Later, the game would achieve some devoted success with the hardcore crowd, while alienating many others who were unable to survive its terrifying learning curve. It was clear that the Street Fighter franchise was a mere shadow of its former glory. But Street Fighter was as much a part of Capcom’s identity as Castlevania is to Konami. And even as Capcom Coin-Op USA closed its doors in 2004, fans never gave up hope. Almost a decade later, Street Fighter ¿nally makes its comeback. In an effort to return the series to its former glory, Yoshinori Ono, now Lead Producer for the series, has taken a step back... literally, as Street Fighter IV takes place before the events of the controversial (and almost impossible to master) Street Fighter III trilogy. The gameplay is reminiscent of the old-school era of Super Turbo. The original World
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the most popular ¿ghting game on the planet), you’re probably going to end up being just like them. Street Fighter IV is a hardcore game with a hardcore learning curve. Fortunately, we wrote a hardcore guide to help you along.



Street Fighter IV is a total break from that philosophy. It is a game of position, angles and the crafting of traps. The reduced mobility, the slower pace and the Ultra System each contribute to a game engine that encourages careful play. At the highest levels of play, the game is about strategically reducing your opponent’s options over time so that they are caught in an inescapable situation. Some would call this “cheap”. The cold truth about Street Fighter II is that most fans of the series never reached that level of skill. Many were held back by an invisible code of honor that limited their potential, with rules like “no throwing” and “no chip-kills”. As a result, gamers who haven’t touched a Street Fighter title in years will have a lot of catching up to do.



Morethanyoueverwantedtoknow > ABOUTHOW TOPLAYSTREETFIGHTERIV



Warriors, along with the Four Bosses of Shadaloo, have returned. Most importantly, it no longer requires a Master’s Degree (har har) to survive a match for thirty seconds. It’s kinder. Gentler. n00b-friendly, even. But it doesn’t make it any less hardcore. Quite the opposite, in fact. Often touted as a “hardcore game”, Street Fighter II: 3rd Strike’s technical requirements gave players the Àexibility to rely more upon skill than
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a carefully planned strategy. This was evident from the amount of damage possible in a single combo, because characters such as Yun, Urien and Makoto could win with a single opening. With insta-kill setups and the all-out offense possible with the Parry system, it wasn’t as important to play carefully and strategically when a single guess could lead you to victory.
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If you’ve never played a ¿ghting game before, be warned: Most other types of games (e.g.: RPGs, adventure) have a learning curve that spans a few hours. They are intended to be played for a couple weeks, at best. A ¿ghting game is designed to be played for years, and its learning curve reÀects that. If you have friends that play Super Smash Bros. Brawl (arguably
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button mashing 101



SYSTEM MECHANICSÉ Positionand Movement Street Fighter IV places particular importance on position and movement. You can walk, crouch, jump and dash, and each of these will immediately change your available moves and your position in relation to two things: Your opponent, and the corners of the stage. Knowing your options in the myriad combinations of positions is crucial- some characters ¿ght better at close range, others ¿ght better in the air, and it is almost universally bad news to have your back to the wall. New to this game is the ability to back-dash with a



need to know when to block, how to block (high or low?) and when you can’t block. For starters, all jumping attacks (except for dive-kicks) must be blocked high, and all crouching kicks must be blocked low. Most other attacks can be blocked either standing or crouching, with the exception of “Overheads” which must be blocked high and usually have a short delay before striking. When blocking an attack, you’ll be in a state called “block-stun”, where you are unable to attack, move or jump. Some blocked attacks allow you to retaliate before your opponent recovers. The only attacks you cannot block are Throws, Command Throws (Grabs) and Level 3 Focus Attacks. Finally, immediately after blocking an attack, you cannot be thrown for a brief period of time (until your block-stun wears off).



NormalAttacks These are the bread-and-butter of every Street Fighter match. Like chess pawns, they may not seem impressive, but they make up for it in sheer numbers. All characters have Close Standing, Far Standing, Crouching, Vertical Jumping and Diagonal Jumping versions of their normal attacks, each with different properties. You should pay extra attention to your character’s c.HK range, since it’s knockdown makes it the most tactically powerful of your normal attacks.



>Position Being trapped in a corner at close range is a very dangerous situation.



LP: Light Punch. Extremely quick but short-ranged and weak, these often chain together with Light Kicks to form the basis of close-quarters combat. MP: Medium Punch. Average speed, strength and range, but often allows you to link or cancel into many Special Attacks or other normal attacks. HP: Hard Punch. Slowest speed, with high power and priority. Can often be canceled into Special Attacks at close range. Slow recovery if missed.



brief invulnerability period. This is crucial for close and medium-range ¿ghts where you’re on the defensive and need some breathing room. However, if you’re stuck in the corner, your back-dash won’t do you much good. There is one other position: Àat on your back. If you’re knocked down, you can usually Quick-Recover by tapping Down or pressing two buttons. Note: This guide uses abbreviations: Directions are denoted by (u)p, (d)own, (b)ack and (f)orward, while positions are denoted by (c.)rouching or (j.)umping. Far and Close positions are relative to your opponent and will be mentioned as well, but not abbreviated.



Blocking Before you press a single button, learn to block. You’ll
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LK: Light Kick. Very quick, but weak. Usually reaches farther than Light Punch. Crouching LKs are necessary for ¿nding holes in your opponent’s defense. MK: Medium Kick. Very good speed and range, and usually allows you to cancel into Special Attacks from farther distances. Important for ‘footsies’. HK: Hard Kick. Slowest kick, but the most versatile at long distance. Crouching HKs (c.HK) will knock down, and j.HKs almost always set up for combos.



and press MP to execute it. Many command normals have special properties (the Chopping Straight is an Overhead attack, for example), and some can even be done in the air, like Rufus’s Falcon Kick (df+j.MK).



Throws Throws are performed with LP+LK at close range. They’re unblockable, but can be defended against if the opponent presses LP+LK at the same time. Throws cannot be Quick-Recovered from, and some characters can perform throws in the air as well (Guile, Chun-Li and Vega). You can ‘tick’ into a throw by forcing your opponent to block with a quick attack like c.LK, then throwing them almost immediately afterwards. (If you throw too soon, they’ll still be in block-stun and you’ll miss.) You can perform different throws by moving the controller back, forward or leaving it in neutral right before you throw.



SpecialAttacks These are your fancy chess pieces, your bishops, knights and rooks. Almost all of these have special properties (projectile, invincibility frames, juggle, etc.) and look really fancy, but usually have severe recovery if blocked. They can also be performed by ‘canceling’ a normal attack to a special attack. However, they require fancy motions like QCF (Quarter Circle Forward), HCB (Half Circle Back), Charge (hold a direction for one second) and DP (Shorthand for “Dragon Punch”, or Ryu and Ken’s Shoryuken). This is performed by pressing F,D,DF (think of a “Z” motion) on your controller. Some Special Attacks are really Throws (a.k.a. “Command Grabs”) with enhanced range and damage. Finally, Special Attacks performed by mashing punches or kicks like Chun-Li’s Hyakuretsu Kyaku (“Press K x5”) work as if you had to “charge” the Special Attack with kicks. You can press any kick to count as a “charge”, and the kick you press for the ¿fth “charge” determines the version (LK,MK, HK).



ChargeAttacks Charge attacks often make it dif¿cult to maneuver. However, you can dash forward and still maintain your charge. It takes a while to learn, but you can also use this technique while using a Focus Attack.



CommandNormals These are normal attacks that usually require you to hold a direction on the controller. For example, Guile’s Chopping Straight is notated as “f+MP”. Hold Forward HARDCORE GAMER MAGAZINE_VOLUME 4_ISSUE 4_BLEEN



even have juggle properties which allow for extended combos, like Ryu’s EX Tatsumaki. You can perform these by pressing two Punch (“PP”) or two Kick (“KK”) buttons when executing a Special Attack.



EXFocusAttacks



intermediate system mechanics



WHAT’S NEW IN SFIV?É FocusAttacks The new tactical tool in SFIV is the Focus Attack (aka “Saving Attack” in Japan), performed by pressing (or holding) MP+MK while standing. It has three strength levels, depending on how long you hold it. At Level 1, it will execute a blockable attack for minor damage and hitstun, unless it’s a counter-hit. If that happens, they enter “crumple-stun” where they’re open for a combo for a brief moment. At Level 2, crumple-stun is guaranteed, but the hit is still blockable. At Level 3, which usually takes a full second of charging, the attack becomes unblockable, executes automatically, breaks through Super Armor, and results in crumple-stun. The property shared by all Focus Attacks is that during charging, you have one point of Super Armor, and can cancel the charging animation or a connected hit with a forward dash or back dash at any time (Focus Attack Dash Cancel, or FADC for short). You can thus feint and bait wakeup attacks, or make them block a Level 1 Focus Attack, cancel into a dash, and throw them.



“Break” in the character movelists. This will completely nullify Super Armor and displays a “shattering” effect when this occurs. Zangief is the only character in the game without one. Also, Special Attacks executed as Reversals (performed immediately out of “block-stun”) will automatically gain Armor Break.



SuperGauge This four-bar gauge determines whether or not you’ll be able to perform enhanced versions of moves (EX Special Attacks), EX Focus Attacks or a Super Combo. It increases whenever you hit an opponent, execute a special attack (except for projectiles), have an attack blocked, or get hit. Like Super Street Fighter II Turbo, you cannot build Super Gauge by whif¿ng normal attacks. However, it does carry over between rounds.



RevengeGauge The Revenge Gauge increases whenever you suffer damage, even if it’s temporary damage from Super Armor. When this gauge hits 50%, you can execute an Ultra Combo, but you’ll do even more damage when it hits 100%. This gauge does not carry over between rounds. Advanced players often use Focus Attacks to ‘soak’ hits and build their Revenge Gauge without taking permanent damage early in a match.



EXSpecialAttacks These enhanced versions of Special Attacks cost one EX bar from your Super Gauge and often have invincibility, enhanced speed and extra damage. Some



This technique is activated by interrupting most normal attacks and some Special Attacks (Marked as “Cancel” in the movelist) with a Focus Attack (MP+MK). This costs two EX bars, but allows unique combo opportunities, especially if the EX Focus Attack is dashcanceled. You can also use it for defensive purposes (i.e.: stopping a Special Attack from continuing and leaving you vulnerable).



Focus Attack Dash Cancel(FADC) All Focus Attacks can be interrupted or canceled with a dash command, but “FADC” is used to denote an EX Focus Attack that is canceled with a dash. In combos, an FADC often allows you to continue a combo for even more hits than is normally possible. For example, Ryu can perform a c.MK -> HP Shoryuken, and this would normally end the combo. However, he can extend the combo by performing c.MK -> HP Shoryuken, interrupt the HP Shoryuken’s animation with an EX Focus Attack, cancel the Focus Attack with a forward dash (FADC), and perform another HP Shoryuken or an Ultra Combo for additional damage. Some characters use this technique exclusively to create guaranteed opportunities to connect an Ultra Combo.



SuperCombos Often extremely quick with high priority, these can be performed when the Super Gauge is ¿lled to 100% (four EX bars). Most normal attacks, and Special Attacks marked “Cancel” can interrupt the animation of a connected attack into a Super Combo for a guaranteed hit. For example, Ken can perform a close MP -> HP, canceled into an HP Hadouken, then super-canceled into his Shoryu Reppa. Some characters bene¿t greatly from this option, but others are better served by using the Super Gauge on EX Special Attacks instead. It depends entirely on your playing style.



>FADC M.Bison uses an FADC to safely interrupt a blocked Double Knee Press into a blocked Focus Attack.



UltraCombos When the Revenge Gauge reaches 50% or more, your Ultra Combo becomes available. These tend to be slightly slower to activate than a Super Combo, and cannot be canceled into from a normal or Special Attack. However, they can often be performed after an FADC or as a juggle. An Ultra Combo is usually invincible on startup and gives you an opportunity to make a comeback against your opponent. If the Revenge Gauge is fully charged at 100%, your Ultra Combo will inÀict 150% of its normal damage. What often determines a character’s ability to make a comeback is whether or not their Ultra Combo can be easily comboed into (Ryu, Rufus and Sagat for example). Some characters are simply unable to, and can only combo from a crumple-stun state like Zangief and Vega. The character stats appendix later in this guide lists these for your convenience.



There are other, more advanced techniques with the Focus Attack that will be covered below, especially with FADC.



SuperArmor This is a new mechanic for the Street Fighter canon series, but familiar to Versus players. Focus Attacks (and some EX Special Attacks) have one point of Super Armor, meaning that they will “soak” one hit and continue to execute their move. El Fuerte’s EX Habanero Dashes are even better, with two points of Super Armor. While you still suffer damage from a soaked attack (your health bar turns grey), the damage is gradually healed over time. However, if the player is hit by any attack or throw before that damage is fully recovered, any unrecovered health is lost permanently. Blocked ‘chip-damage’ from Special Attacks will not forfeit your recovery. Successive armor-soaked hits stack cumulatively, so absorbing four Hadoukens in a row would put a huge amount of your health at risk and would take a lengthy period of time to recover. Most important of all, if you have no health left, soaking an attack with Super Armor will knock you out! Be careful about using Focus Attacks in this situation.



>FocusAttack Chun uses the Focus Attack’s Super Armor to counter Vega’s Flying Barcelona Attack.



ArmorBreak Almost every character in the game has a Special Attack with the Armor Break property, denoted as
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hardcore players only



ADVANCED MECHANICSÉ Framesof Animation Fighting games typically operate at 60 frames per second (fps). It’s important to know how frames work because you’ll be able to create new combos and retaliate against blocked attacks that appear ‘safe’. The three most important frame numbers for an attack are: Startup (how long it takes to come out), Frame Advantage if Blocked (helps with baiting and punishing attacks) and Frame Advantage on Hit (helps with combos). Frame advantage is an important concept to learn: the more frames of advantage that you have, the sooner you’ll recover before your opponent. If frames are denoted in negative numbers (-2, -5), it means they’ll recover before you do! If an attack has 7 frames of block-stun, 10 frames of hit-stun and 12 frames of recovery, that means your opponent recovers in 7



frames if blocked, in 10 frames if hit, and you recover in 12 frames no matter what. If you subtract the recovery from the block or hit frames, you have the ¿nal numbers: -5 frames on block (7-12), and -2 frames on hit (10-12). For example, Chun-Li’s HK Hazanshu has 26 frames of startup, -1 frame on block, and +4 frames on hit (+4 frame advantage). Coincidentally, her c.HK has 4 frames of startup, is -5 frames on block, and knocks down on hit. You can make a HK Hazanshu (+4f hit) to c.HK (4f startup) combo, but you have zero room for error. If you perform the c.HK late, it’ll be blocked and you’ll be vulnerable for 5 frames. Do your homework and study your frames!



into a continuous combo: Chaining, Linking, Canceling and Juggling. Chaining exclusively involves LP and LK, and can chain into each other (c.LK -> c.LP, or c.LP x3) freely. Then there’s Linking, in which the animation of one attack must completely ¿nish (including recovery) until the next attack is executed. For this to work, the ¿rst attack must have frame advantage. As mentioned earlier, Chun-Li’s HK Hazanshu (+4 on hit) can link into her c.HK (4f startup). The ¿nal type is Canceling, which completely interrupts one attack to start another. Ryu’s c.MK is normally -2 frames on hit. However, you can interrupt his recovery frames of animation into the Hadouken (13f startup), which would normally be impossible to link together.



Combos



The distinction between Chaining and Linking is important. In Street Fighter IV, if an attack chains into another attack, that second attack cannot cancel! For Zangief to combo c.LP -> c.LP -> EX Banishing Flat, the two c.LP attacks must be linked, not chained. Therefore, if c.LP -> c.LP is a chain, one more c.LP must be linked into for an EX Banishing Flat to be canceled into. It would look like c.LP (chain) c.LP (link) c.LP (cancel) EX Banishing Flat.



There are four methods of connecting multiple attacks



For Cancels, the hierarchy is a one-way street, and goes Normal -> Special -> EX Focus Attack or Super Combo. Normals can cancel into any of the other options, but a Special can only cancel into an EX Focus Attack or Super Combo, not another Normal. The only time a Normal can cancel into another Normal is with a character’s “Target Combo”, such as Ken’s close MP->HP. If your opponent blocks the ¿rst hit of your combo, you can still continue to attack, but you should avoid ending it with a move that leaves you vulnerable on block (e.g.: Shoryuken). A string of attacks that links together and locks your opponent in block-stun is extremely handy to prepare your next attack. These are known as “blockstrings” and can be just as effective as an actual combo. Characters with attacks that move forward, are safe on block, and end with them in a favorable position can do especially well with this; M.Bison’s Double Knee Press is perhaps the best example.



Float/Juggle Typically, when you’re hit in mid-air, your character will backÀip and land on their feet. But some moves will cause you to fall strangely (marked “Float”). If you’re hit by a “Float” attack in mid-air, such as M.Bison’s Hell Attack (j.MP+MP), you’ll be vulnerable to being hit with certain attacks afterwards. Some characters have ground attacks that launch you into a Floating state, like Abel’s c.HP. Being in a “Float” state is bad.
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>Combos You can take advantage of Float and Juggle properties by interrupting your moves with an FADC for greater Àexibility.



Attacks that can hit you during a “Float” state are marked as “Juggle”, such as M.Bison’s EX Psycho Crusher or Abel’s Muga (his Ultra). A simple combo to do is M.Bison’s Hell Attack against an airborne opponent (which puts them in “Float”), then juggle them with the EX Psycho Crusher. Float and Juggle properties tend to be involved in the game’s most advanced combos.



Reversals After blocking an attack, if you perform a special attack immediately after emerging from block-stun, your attack will show up as a Reversal. In this game, Reversal attacks gain the Armor Break property. That means moves like Ryu’s Shoryuken can Armor Break out of a sticky situation, even though his Shoryuken normally can’t Armor Break! Keep this in mind when using Focus Attacks. Keep this mind if you’re trying to perform a Focus Attack trap, such as Akuma’s air ¿reball with a Focus Attack followed immediately after. If E.Honda was the one being trapped, his reversal EX Hyakkan Otoshi (which doesn’t have Armor Break) would actually Armor Break you on the way up!



Counter-Hit In most instances, if an attack interrupts another attack during its startup or active attack frames (but not during recovery), it causes a Counter-Hit state. Counter-Hits inÀict 25% extra damage and 1-3 additional frames of hitstun, allowing for combos not normally possible. The sole exception is a Level 1 Focus Attack, which causes crumple-stun if it connects as a Counter-Hit. Sometimes, opposing attacks with trade hits with each other, and both be considered counter-hits.



Stun There is an invisible gauge that measures how much ‘Stun’ damage you’ve taken. It heals over time, but if you
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take too much Stun damage too quickly, your character will fall down dizzy and will be completely defenseless. Most characters have about 1000 Stun points. Light attacks usually inÀict 50 points, Medium attacks about 100 points, and Hard attacks and Specials about 200 points of Stun. Supers and Ultras never inÀict Stun. Note: If you inÀict Stun in the middle of a combo, your combo ends immediately. All subsequent attacks will miss (even if they’re airborne, e.g.: If Vega’s EX Barcelona Attack stuns Chun-Li, then the follow-up Izuna Drop will whiff), so stop what you’re doing and charge a Level 3 Focus Attack!



Crumple “Crumple-stun” is a sort of ‘mini-stun’ that occurs only after Focus Attacks (Counter-Hit Level 1, or a cleanly hit Level 2 or Level 3). During this state, your opponent will slowly crumple to the ground and is temporarily open to an attack (throws and command grabs work too). However, if you take too long, your opponent will only be open for one hit of your attack, making it dif¿cult to combo! In order to make the best use of it, you’ll have to cancel your Focus Attack with a dash immediately after it hits. Also, some characters (Zangief, Vega) can only combo their Ultra with a crumple-stun opportunity (see the chart later in this guide).



Cross-Ups Jumping attacks can be strange- if their hitbox is suf¿ciently wide enough, they can hit from behind. This is the idea behind a cross-up: to jump just past your opponent with an attack that can hit behind you (or under you) that can only be blocked in the opposite direction. Zangief’s j.d+HP, Ryu and Ken’s j.MK, C.Viper’s Flame Kick, and many other attacks can be used in this manner. These are easy to perform after a throw, since your opponent can’t quick-recover from them.



Kara-Canceling As mentioned in our interview with Yoshinori Ono, there is a high-level technique in Street Fighter IV (included by design) known as Kara-Canceling. Originally a glitch in Street Fighter III: 3rd Strike, this technique enhances the range of an attack or throw by “empty” canceling an attack into another before it fully extends. Throws have a three-frame input “forgiveness” window in which to press LP+LK simultaneously. If this window didn’t exist, it would require pressing LP+LK at the exact same time. Many attacks cause a character to quickly move forward within the ¿rst three frames of startup, like Ken’s f+MK. Because all normal attacks in Street Fighter IV have a minimum of three frames of startup, you are allowed to cancel the ¿rst three frames of any normal attack into a throw! To execute this with Ken, you would press f+MK, then within 3 frames, press LP+LK simultaneously. This is very fast- three frames is only 3/60ths of a second! If done correctly, Ken’s throw will reach much farther than normal. It is possible to kara-cancel into Special Attacks as well. Special-Only Kara-Cancels are done in a different manner. This type of kara-cancel can only cancel into a Special Attack, but can be done much slower. E.Honda can begin his Shikofumi (df+HK) stomp, and before the stomp comes out, press HCB+P to kara-cancel into his Oicho Throw. In this instance, it’s more like a feint than a range-increasing technique. (This is identical to Makoto’s LK kara-cancel in SF3:3rd Strike.) There are also Special Attacks being kara-canceled into their EX versions because of this same 3-frame window being applied to PP and KK button inputs. Ken can extend the range of his EX Tatsumaki in the air by kara-canceling from the HK Tatsumaki. The input would look like this: jump, qcb+HK (then quickly) MK. What results is an EX Tatsumaki with the trajectory of a HK Tatsumaki. There is rumor that the same technique can be applied to Ultras because of their triple button (PPP and KKK) inputs, but their potential is unknown.
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IF YOU OU CAN DREAM IT,,



YOU CAN BUILD IT.



using your tools



CHARACTERMECHANICSÉ PropertiesIntroduction Each character has a dizzying arsenal of moves and techniques which form the foundation of their playing style. However, it is up to you, the player, to utilize them to their fullest potential. The following information on each Street Fighter will utilize concepts and terms from the Mechanics section of this article, so it is recommended that you familiarize yourself with that ¿rst before continuing on.



ryu’s movelist



Property Low Overhead Grab Cancel Armor Break Float Juggle



Explanation Low attack. Must be blocked crouching. High attack. Must be blocked standing. Close-ranged grab, and cannot be blocked at all. Can be interrupted with an EX Focus Attack or a Super Combo. Has Super Armor, which can absorb attacks and continue to execute. Penetrates an attack with Super Armor and stops it immediately. Causes your opponent to be in "Float" state until they fall to the ground. Allows the attack to hit an opponent who is in "Float" state.



Command Normals Sakotsu Wari Mizo'ochi Kudaki Special Attacks Hadouken Shoryuken Tatsumaki Senpuu Kyaku EX Hadouken EX Shoryuken EX Tatsumaki Senpuu Kyaku Super Shinkuu Hadouken Ultra Metsu Hadouken



Properties (Overhead) (Cancel) (Float) Properties (Cancel) (Cancel) (Float) (Break) (Juggle) (Cancel) (Float) (Cancel) (Float) (Juggle) (Break) (Float) Properties (Juggle) Properties (Juggle)



Command f+MP f+HP Command QCF+P DP+P QCB+K (Ground or Air) QCF+PP DP+PP QCB+KK (Ground or Air) Command QCFx2+P Command QCFx2+PPP



TheEternalWanderer If you truly wish to learn the new SFIV system, Ryu epitomizes it: He cannot be played to his fullest potential without learning the EX Focus Attack/Dash Cancel technique. He has great pressuring ability and can capitalize for heavy damage in any opening. However, his Ultra is only useful in combos (not as a reversal), and he has one of the slowest-recovering c.HK sweeps in the game. Be careful not to use it in close range. While he doesn’t have the ground-pressure tools and footsies that Ken has, he still has his j.MK crossup (which works particularly well in the corner) and can bait throw attempts with EX Tatsumaki (it hovers in place and vacuums in the opponent), which is relatively safe if blocked.



Style: Ansatsuken (Modi¿ed) Health: 100% Stun: 100%



>
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Overhead: f+MP Air Throw: No Kara-Cancel: far HK



Japan



RYU



Ryu has the powerful ability to link after his f+MP overhead. If you see it connect on your opponent, follow it up with a c.LP combo, or instead link a HP Shoryuken, FADC and juggle with your Ultra (this is the basic method of using Ryu’s Ultra). He is also able to combo his c.LK-c.LP-c.MK into an EX Hadouken and juggle with an EX Tatsumaki, followed by an Ultra in the corner, or hit you out of the air with his 2-hit j.MP and juggle you with an Ultra, or... you get the point. You can also cancel f+HP into a special attack, or link into a c.LP to start a combo. Combined with his EX Hadouken’s distance-control and the Tatsumaki to dodge ¿reballs, he’ll always remain a threat when played carefully and consistently.
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If it flies, floats, or drives, you can build it- and use it to explore six fantastic worlds. it Over 100 unique parts and blueprints give you the power to create an unlimited array of ingenious new vehicles to tackle over 150 different challenges.



Properties (Overhead) ( ) (Overhead) (Cancel) Properties (Cancel) (Cancel) (Float) (Break) (Cancel) (Juggle) (Cancel) (Float) (Break) Properties (Juggle) Properties (Juggle)



Command b+MK f+MK f+HK, Hold K to fake close MP-HP Command QCF+P DP+P QCB+K (Ground or Air) QCF+PP DP+PP QCB+KK (Ground or Air) Command QCFx2+P Command QCFx2+PPP



Command Normals Shikofumi Target Combo Special Attacks: Hyakuretsu Harite Super Zutsuki Super Hyakkan Otoshi Oicho Throw EX Hyakuretsu Harite EX Super Zutsuki EX Super Hyakkan Otoshi EX Oicho Throw Super Oni Musou Ultra: Super Oni Musou



Properties (Overhead) Properties (Cancel) (Cancel) (Break) (Float) (Float) (Grab) (Cancel) (Cancel) (Break) (Float) (Grab) Properties (Juggle) Properties (Juggle) (Break)



Command df+HK close MP(1st hit)-df+HK Command Press Punch x5 Charge b,f+P Charge d,u+K HCB+P Press Punch x4, then PP Charge b,f+PP Charge d,u+KK HCB+PP Command Charge b,f,b,f+P Command Charge b,f,b,f+PPP



e.honda’s movelist



ken’s movelist



Command Normals Inazuma Kakato akato Wari Fumikomi Maegeri Shiden Kakato Otoshi Target Combo Special Attacks Hadouken Shoryuken Tatsumaki Senpuu Kyaku EX Hadouken EX Shoryuken EX Tatsumaki Senpuu Kyaku Super Shoryu Reppa Ultra: Shinryuken



TheCrimsonKingof Brawling



United U nited States of America A



KEN K ENMASTERS MASTE



chun-li’s movelist



>



Overhead: b+MK, f+HK Air Throw: No Kara-Cancel: f+MK



TheHot-BloodedWrestler



When Ken manages to close distance, his mix-up game becomes extremely powerful. After linking c.LK/LP x3, Ken can choose to either combo into the HP Shoryuken (it has huge horizontal reach), or (if it was blocked) follow with a kara-throw (f+MK), which has just as much range and allows Ken to set up a new pressure situation. Ken can also choose to jump over his opponent and land a solid cross-up j.MK to continue the pressure. It may not be Àashy, but the damage (and meter) adds up quickly.



Where Honda is surprisingly good at is his wake-up game. His LP Oicho Throw can be ticked after several crouching light attacks, after HP Hand Slaps, and even kara-canceled from his Shikofumi (df+HK) overhead! Since the Oicho cannot be quick-recovered from, this gives him ample opportunity to set up a cross-up, a Focus Attack or Hand Slaps. Hand Slaps are great to use against someone getting up or after a Saving Attack. If you connect, you’ll recover in time to set up a mix-up or the following combo: c.LK -> c.LP -> EX Hand Slaps -> c.LP -> EX Hyakkan Otoshi. Also, if you connect an HP Hand Slap, you can link a far HK afterwards for free damage.



Command Normals Kouhou Kaiten Kyaku Kaku Kyaku Raku Kakusen Shuu Kinteki Shuu Kenku Kyaku Tensho Kyaku Head Stomp Wall Jump Target Combo Special Attacks Kikouken Hazanshu Spinning Bird Kick Hyakuretsu Kyaku EX Kikouken EX Hazanshu EX Spinning Bird Kick EX Hyakuretsu Kyaku Super Senretsu Kyaku Ultra Housenka



Properties (Overhead)



(Float) (Juggle) (Float) (Float) Properties (Cancel) (Float) (Cancel) (Overhead) (Break) (Cancel) (Float) (Cancel) (Float) (Cancel) (Overhead) (Juggle) (Break) (Float) (Juggle) (Cancel) (Float) Properties Properties (Juggle) (Break)



Command df+LK df+HK f+MK b+MK After Kinteki Shuu, MK After Kenku Kyaku, d,u+MK In Air, d+MK (x3) Jump near a wall, Up-Forward j.HP-HP Command Charge b,f+P HCB+K Charge d,u+K Press Kick x5 Charge b,f+PP HCB+KK Charge d,u+KK Press Kick x4, then KK Command Charge b,f,b,f+K Command Charge b,f,b,f+KKK



TheLegsof Legend Chun-Li is one of the most technical characters in the game. She has the fastest dash and FADC, allowing her to capitalize well on Focus attacks. However, her opportunities require massive EX meter-burning, such as comboing c.LK-c.LK-EX Hyakuretsu to juggle with her Ultra in the corner. Outside of juggle combos, her Ultra is fairly quick and can punish ¿reballs and many blocked sweeps. Expert players should learn how to Charge-Partition her dash into the Ultra. And like 3rd Strike Chun, you can use EX Spinning Bird Kick as your “Get the hell off me” button. In a zoning situation, her Kikouken projectile works well with her MK and HK as anti-air measures, and the Hazanshu is a good attack for leaping over ¿reballs, but it can’t Armor Break so savvy players can Focus through it to punish you.



Style: Wu-Shu Health: 90% Stun: 105%



>



Overhead: Hazanshu, j.HK (Jump away) Air Throw: Yes Kara-Cancel: f+MK



People’s Republic of China
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CHUN-LI



Be warned: “Technical” is also euphemism for “hard work” (some prefer “high-maintenance”). The majority of damage will be dealt from carefully chosen normal attacks, not specials. Her Kaku Kyaku Raku (df+HK) cross-up kick works very well against cornered opponents (especially after throws), and jump-back HK works as an instant overhead for that last bit of damage to KO your opponent. She also gains a new chain combo with the Kinteki Shuu (b+MK), and the ¿nal hit (Tenshou Kyaku) launches for a juggle opportunity. One of her best mix-ups by far is her j.HP-HP chain, where you can skip the second HP and instead land with a c.LK combo, or throw. If your opponent activates a Focus Attack, her j.HP+HP will blow through the armor before the Focus can hit you. On characters that don’t have an invincible wake-up option, this trap is almost impossible to escape from. If you hit someone in mid-air with j.HP->HP, you can juggle with EX Spinning Bird Kick or jump again and use your Head Stomp to build meter.
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E.Honda has often been an underrated character. Like Chun-Li, he requires an expert player to fully utilize his potential. His Zutsuki (headbutt) serves as a solid anti-air measure and breaks through armor, and many characters have dif¿culty punishing it on block, including Ryu and Sagat. His Ultra might not have the best priority, but if it trades, Honda can immediately charge for a Level 3 Focus Attack that’s almost impossible to escape from. He also has exceptional range with his j.HK and mix-up opportunities with his Hyakkan Otoshi, which has invincibility frames on the way up (EX is fully invincible as it rises), and is safe on block! However, it cannot Armor Break, so don’t go crazy with it.



Command Normals Surprise Forward Surprise Back Rock Crush Fear Down Amazon River Run Special Attacks Rolling Attack Backstep Rolling Vertical Rolling Electric Thunder EX Rolling Attack EX Backstep Rolling EX Vertical Rolling EX Electric Thunder Super Combo Ground Shave Rolling Ultra Combo Lightning Cannonball



Command b+KKK f+KKK b+MP or f+MP (Hold MP for Overhead) d+PPP (Low) df+HP Properties Command (Cancel) (Break) Charge b,f+P (Overhead) Charge b,f+K Charge d,u+K (Cancel) (Float) Press Punch x5 (Cancel) (Break) Charge b,f+PP (Overhead) Charge b,f+KK (Hold b or f to move) Charge d,u+KK (Cancel) (Float) Press Punch x4, then PP Properties Command (Juggle) Charge b,f,b,f+P Properties Command (Juggle) (Low) (Overhead) Charge b,f,b,f+PPP



Style: Sumo Wrestling Health: 110% Stun: 110%



>



Overhead: df+HK Air Throw: No Kara-Cancel: df+HK (Special Only)



Japan



E.HONDA



Properties



blanka’s movelist



Style: Ansatsuken (Modi¿ed) Health: 100% Stun: 100%



For players still uncomfortable with the new mechanics, Ken ¿ts like a comfortable, padded glove, allowing you to punch brick walls without hurting yourself. Ken is easier to learn for beginners, but while his techniques and tactics are simple to learn, he has fewer opportunities for high-damage combos. For anti-air, Ken’s MP Shoryuken has better invincibility frames than the HP version, making it better to use against jump-ins. If you’re in a pickle, Ken’s Ultra is geared to re-capture momentum with brute-force invincibility. However, it combos poorly, so Ken’s biggest potential for damage is to cancel into his Super instead. Because Super gauge takes so long to build, it is even more important for Ken to use his superior ‘footsie’ techniques to dominate the ground. Fortunately, his f+MK kick allows him to get in close without losing frame advantage.



Warriorof theJungle Blanka has some stupidly good tricks going for him. He has great range and speed on his normal attacks, a great cross-up j.MK, and can link attacks together to combo into a Rolling Attack, like j.HK -> MP -> c.MK -> LP -> HP Rolling Attack as a bread-and-butter combo. He still has his Surprise dashes which can cross-over opponents (f+KKK or b+KKK), and now has a new command crouch, the Fear Down (d+PPP) which dodges ¿reballs, many attacks, and can be canceled directly into a special attack. Another move to abuse is his Amazon River Run (df+HP) slide, which knocks down and goes under every ¿reball in the game, including Sagat’s low Tiger Shot! His standing HP and neutral j.HP also work as extremely effective anti-air measures. His special attacks are even better. The Rolling Attack is extremely dif¿cult to punish, especially for Zangief! (see the chart later in this guide). The EX version even goes through ¿reballs and comes out instantly. Blanka’s EX Backstep Rolling is now controllable in mid-air, allowing for precision cross-up attacks. EX Vertical Rolling has ¿ve frames of full-body invincibility, useful for anti-air but may not be as good for ground-based reversals. His Electric Thunder is immune to high attacks, and the EX version envelops his entire body in electricity. Either of these versions can punish holes inside an attacker’s blockstring. His Super can adjust distance with the button used, and can juggle after an Electric Thunder in the corner. His Ultra is ridiculous: It starts as a low attack, turns into an overhead, and then goes mid. It also has massive invincibility on startup, and is so fast that it can link after c.MK!
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Style: Electric Shock & Wild Fighting Overhead: b+MP or f+MP (Hold MP) Health: 105% Air Throw: No Stun: 95% Kara-Cancel: None



>



Federative Republic of Brazil



BLANKA
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zangief’s movelist



Command Normals N Flying y g Bodyy Attack Double Knee ee Drop p Headbutt Long Kick Special Attacks Screw Piledriver Banishing Flat Double Lariat Turbo Lariat Flying Power Bomb Atomic Suplex EX Screw Piledriver EX Banishing Flat EX Flying Power Bomb EX Atomic Suplex Super Combo Final Atomic Buster Ultra Combo Ultimate Atomic Buster



Properties p



(Low) Properties (Grab) (Cancel) (Float) (Float) (Grab) (Grab) (Grab) (Juggle) (Cancel) (Armor) (Grab) (Grab) Properties (Grab) Properties (Grab)



Command Diagonal Jump, g p d+HP g p, d+LK Diagonal Jump, Vertical Jump, d+MP or d+HP df+HK Command 360+P DP+P PPP (Hold b or f to move) KKK (Hold b or f to move) 360+K (Far) 360+K (Close) 360+PP DP+PP 360+KK (Far) 360+KK (Close) Command 720+P Command 720+PPP



TheRedCyclone Out of the box, Zangief is one of the most dominating characters in the game: He has the highest stamina (120%), the hardest-stunning attack (neutral j. u+HP, his headbutt), amazing air-to-ground attacks like his cross-up body splash (j. d+HP) and his new air stomp (j. MK) which has huge downward range (helpful against Guile’s Flash Kick), and a far-reaching sweep (df+HK). He also has a running grab with Armor, the EX Flying Powerbomb. His Lariats also retain their initial priority as anti-air reversal attacks (as well as dodging ALL ¿reballs, including Ryu’s Ultra), and are confusing as hell to counter (see the guide later in this article). Furthermore, both Lariats can be ‘steered’ with the controller (hold back or forward), and the PPP Lariat is temporarily invulnerable to high attacks, while the KKK Lariat will dodge low attacks. About the only thing he’s missing is an Armor-breaking attack, but you can use EX Banishing Flat’s multiple hits to do the job.



xxx x xx x xx x Style: Russian/American Pro-Wrestling Health: 120% Stun: 120%



Russian Federation



ZANGIEF ZANG GIEF



The Banishing Flat deserves deeper examination. All versions nullify projectiles and cover distance faster than dashes (use after an SPD), but leave Zangief slightly vulnerable to attack, even if it hits. The EX version doesn’t have this problem, it knocks down. It also has invincibility frames, and can be blind-con¿rmed from long distance with standing and crouching jabs (perform LP -> EX Banishing Flat from long distance- if the LP misses, the EX Banishing Flat won’t come out). However, if blocked, Zangief will still be vulnerable to combos(9 frames of recovery). As for his EX Screw Piledriver, it has invincibility frames, but takes slightly longer to activate than the LP Screw Piledriver. You can also use his far HK to advance closer into grab range, especially since it will miss crouching characters. Finally, his Ultra grabs instantly- if your opponent is still on the ground during the startup animation, they’re dead meat. His main weaknesses are that he’s a large target (not too much of a handicap), and that he has no fullscreen distance options against characters like Blanka and Akuma.



guile’s movelist



>



Overhead: None Air Throw: No Kara-Cancel: None



Command Normals Chopping Straight Spinning Back Knuckle Knee Bazooka Rolling Sobat Reverse Spin Kick Guile High Kick Target Combo Special Attacks Sonic Boom Somersault Kick EX Sonic Boom EX Somersault Kick Super Combo Double Somersault Ultra Combo Somersault Explosion



Properties (Overhead)



Command f+MP f+HP b+LK or f+LK b+MK or f+MK Close b+HK or f+HK (Float) df+HK c.MK-f+MP Properties Command (Cancel) Charge b,f+P (Cancel) (Break) (Float) Charge d,u+K (Juggle) (Cancel) Charge b,f+PP (Juggle) (Cancel) (Break) (Float) Charge d,u+KK Properties Command (Float) Charge db,df,db,uf+K Properties Command (Juggle) Charge db,df,db,uf+KKK



TheSecretBlade



Style: Martial Arts/Pro-Wrestling Hybrid Health: 100% Stun: 90%



>



Overhead: f+MP Air Throw: Yes Kara-Cancel: MP



United States of America
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GUILE



For some reason, Guile’s only had two special attacks in his entire Street Fighting career. That’s okay, because that’s all he really needed. The Sonic Boom isn’t just a projectile. Think of it instead as a power-up to all of his normal attacks. Guile recovers almost instantly after throwing one, and the LP version travels so slowly that Guile can attack before it reaches his opponent. The EX version is the opposite, Àying across the screen like a bullet and hitting twice (but it does not knock down). It can also juggle if you hit an opponent with a traded Somersault Kick, or off of Guile’s High Kick (df+HK). The Somersault Kick serves as a decent wake-up attack, moreso because of its Armor Break properties. Unfortunately, it’s a little more vulnerable than in previous games. Many jumping characters can stuff Guile in mid-air if the Somersault isn’t executed early enough. (The EX Somersault Kick has enough invincibility frames to cover him, though.) If this is the case, you can use c.HP as an alternate anti-air to cover the zones where the Somersault is weakest. You can still combo into it, as long as you don’t chain into the attack you’re trying to cancel (this is the number one reason for failure). In a combo like c.LK -> c.LK -> c.LP -> HK Somersault Kick, you must correctly time the link between c.LK -> c.LP. Guile still has his cross-up j.LK and his excellent arsenal of normal attacks (try out his b+MK and f+MK Sobat kicks for footsies), and should almost always be on the offensive with a Sonic Boom plowing the way ahead of him. Almost, because there are some attacks that punish Sonic Booms reliably (see later in this guide). Finally, if you connect Guile’s Super, you can follow up with his Ultra! HARDCORE GAMER MAGAZINE_VOLUME 4_ISSUE 4_BLEEN



2B?5CHA2+5CL?F?MM!IHNLIFF?LCM;NIN;FFS;Q?MIG?Q;SNIIG ZHI=IL>=IHH?=NCIHNINB?5CC0?GIN?2+L?KOCL?>1J;=?;A?N?=BHIFIAS >?FCP?LMOJNIBIOLMI@JF;SNCG?IHNQI;L>L?=B;LA?; Caramale Sliding, Step then Ultra (S) Step then c.HP (S) Super, Ultra



EX Tiger Shot, Ultra EX Double Knee Press Viper Elbow, EX Seismo Hammer, LP Thunder Knuckle, Burning Kick EX Change of Direction, EX Wheel Kick, Ultra EX Habanero Dash -> Caramale Sliding, Ultra HP Galaxy Tornado, EX Messiah Kick Tatsumaki, EX Shakunetsu Hadouken, EX Gou Hadouken



>Counter Attack Examples Here’s what to look for when doing the above moves. Take a look!
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looking ahead



INTO THE HOME FUTUREÉ ConsoleTalk New playable characters for the console version will include Sakura, Gouken, Dan, Fei Long, Gen and Rose. New characters may end up shipping in the game itself, or as downloadable content, but as of press time, we don’t know for certain. Also, it is a given that console players will have access to online play, and the game’s architecture was developed from the beginning to be optimized for this purpose. Early test reports look favorable in Japanese networks, but Japan is about the size of California, and seeing how well that netcode holds under cross-country conditions is a different beast altogether. For dedicated players, there’s also a deeply-involved Training mode that teaches you basic and advanced combos with each character. Those of you who remember Street Fighter EX + Alpha and its top-notch “Expert Mode” missions will be pleasantly surprised with the tools available to learn the game’s mechanics.



>SpecialThanks This guide would not have been possible without extensive help from key staff, the ¿ghting game community and my friends: Shoryuken.com, Capcom, Yoshinori Ono, Andrew Alfonso, Ed Ma, Kentaro Inoue, Ultradavid, Bebop, Dzuy Vuong, Scott Tsai, MarkMan, Family Fun Arcade, Denjin Arcade, Arcade In¿nity, and Joanna Micco.



For console versions, we highly recommend that you purchase an arcade-quality joystick to play Street Fighter IV. One of the best sticks on the market is the Hori Real Arcade Pro 3 (HRAP3) for the Playstation 3 (also PC compatible via USB), though there are reports that Mad Catz will also be creating an of¿cial joystick. Since most arcades and tournaments now use the Japanese style of joysticks (the gumball kind, not the bat-sticks), practicing on a Japanese-style joystick will allow you to instantly translate your console skills over to the arcade. The advantage of having an arcade-quality stick like the HRAP series is that broken parts can be replaced with new arcade hardware that you can purchase through various vendors online. While you can expect to pay over $100 USD for hardware, it is a very sound investment.
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that some characters that make use of wall wall- jumps jumps, like Chun-Li and Vega, might have a problem reaching the wall at times. Ono: As you can imagine, the move to 16:9 indeed brought several challenges to the table. Firstly, the fact that the main gameplay surrounds the idea of managing the distance between yourself and your opponent means that we had to carefully use the space given when it comes to jump arcs and the like. On top of that, ¿reballs and other projectiles needed special attention since they have high priority and can be thrown from all the way across the wide screen. That’s where we started with our tuning, actually.



creator interview



DIRECTOR YOSHINORI ONOÉ HGM: The ¿rst thing that caught my attention with SFIV development was that it was developed with Dimps, who developed The Rumble Fish. What kind of relationship does Capcom and Dimps have and how did Dimps contribute to SFIV’s development? Ono: Dimps is co-developing the game with Capcom. It is well known that Dimps employs a substantial amount of old-school ¿ghter-era staff members that have worked on many revolutionary ¿ghting games, including the original Street Fighter that started the series. We basically created a big team composed of both Capcom and Dimps staff and developed the game hand in hand. The concept of this game, of course, is to bring an SFII-era ¿ghting tool into the 21st century. This is why a team with so much experience in the ¿ghting games of that time period is so well-suited to this particular project, and this is why we are engaged in a co-development scheme with Dimps. HGM: The price tag for a set of SFIV cabinets seems to have shocked players. Is the market in Japan for arcade machines able to support that kind of pricing? Ono: Well, we are using a brand new arcade board (Taito X-2), a brand new cabinet, it’s equipped with ID card readers, and the machines can be networked in clusters. Since all of these features are sold as a full set, it is indeed a pricey proposition, but arcade owners here [in Japan] probably viewed it as the standard deluxe or premium machine price. HGM: As of this interview, there have been no announcements to bring SFIV arcade cabinets to the United States. Has Capcom decided ¿nally whether or not to release the arcade version in the American arcade market? Ono: Well, the unfortunate reality is that the arcade market in the States isn’t exactly healthy. Add to that the fact that Capcom USA doesn’t have access to the sales network it once did on the arcade front [Capcom Coin-Op USA closed in 2004], and you can see that things are quite dif¿cult. That said, we have no intention of simply giving up and negotiations with possible distribution partners are ongoing. HGM: I’ve heard from many SFIII:3s players that don’t want to stop playing SFIII to play SFIV because of the time invested into learning the Parrying system. They would love to jump onto SFIV if there was a mode that eliminated Ultras and Focus attacks but brought back Parrying. Was this idea ever brought up during development? Ono: Well, it is important to remember that we are treating SFIII and SFIV as very different beasts. Each game plays by its own rulebook. As you say, the techniques people spent time honing in III will not work in IV. Capcom’s attitude about III is that the complex gameplay system
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in that game is the main reason that it is still so widely enjoyed to this day. That is why it’s always good to hear from fans who love III. Capcom is very happy to hear that SFIII has a place in the hearts of so many hardcore fans.That said, IV is much closer to II in regards to rules and gameplay. Which is not to say that these two games are identical. We worked with the rulebook of II as the base and built on top of it, adding new layers and tweaking things here and there. This is the concept on which we based all of development for IV, and I think we’ve come up with something unique as a result. When you actually sit down to play the game, I think you l realize that it has a feel that is different from previous iterations. HGM: Players have already begun utilizing SFIII’s karacancel glitch (to extend range on throws and attacks) in SFIV. Was kara-canceling deliberately left in SFIV to add to the game’s depth, or was it an honest oversight? And if it was unintentional, will it be left alone, or will it be patched later on? Ono: Kara-canceling is no bug and it was no oversight. It was, as you insinuate above, included deliberately. We knew that problems would pop up here and there as a result of this decision, but we feel that the depth it adds to the gameplay was a big enough merit to justify its inclusion. Both the dev team and our quality assurance team came to this conclusion. We were careful to build the game around this feature to minimize negative effects and ensure that the general rulebook for IV was suited to it. HGM: I’ve noticed that in SFIV, you cannot quick-recover when being thrown. I have the feeling that this change, although minor, was a very deliberate decision. I‘ve also noticed invincibility frames on back- dashes. What was the rationale behind these changes, and what other minor tweaks were discussed with gameplay? Ono: First, let me address the quick-recover issue you bring up. In order to prevent a series of sure-thing counterattacks, we decided to make certain moves resistant to recovery. We’ve broken this system down into three basic components or options that a player has and they are crouching sweep kick, throw, and special move throw. As for back dashing, let me start by saying that IV’s basic gameplay system is based upon Super Street Fighter II Turbo, the last of the SFII series. The way attacks can be layered and the fact that throws are generally very powerful in this system made it necessary to allow for a brief period of invincibility in the back dash maneuver. This opens up many more strategic options in both the



offensive and defensive realms. Furthermore, if you back dash your way out of a Focus Attack, you can deepen your offense and defense options even further. I can tell you quite a bit about some of the minor tweaks we implemented. We’ve tried to tune the game so that the cancel system has some depth and isn’t just a two dimensional process. The timing is such that you can pull it off almost as soon as the thought hits your brain, allowing for some harrowing matches.



By knocking out the above two issues at a relatively early stage, we were able to handle wall jumps without any major issues, since the basics were already in place for the transition to the new aspect ratio. I want to assure players that the feel of the game is not thrown off due to the 16:9 display. Wall jumps and other maneuvers should feel pretty much exactly like they always have. HGM: One addition to SFIV that shocked me was the new Super Armor system. It’s perfect. It makes perfect sense to include it for EX attacks, especially when a 7-foot tall Russian bear-wrestler is about to crush you, and it wouldn’t make sense to stop him with a simple jab. Was this feature ever discussed for previous Street Fighter games (excluding Vs. titles)?



to how they use them. really comes come es down es d them This iss why it’s so important to try to look for patterns and make educated guesses about how your opponent will move. It’s really the only way to win. It’s a bit like chess in that way. You can fake your opponent out by feinting or making them think you’ll do something speci¿c, then change it up on them and whip out something entirely different. In IV, it’s almost like you win by getting a checkmate rather than a knockout. We’ve tried to do everything possible to extend the life of the game and allow for deeper and deeper strategies to develop throughout its lifetime. HGM: In general, do you advocate players to stick with one character, or to learn multiple characters? Ono: No matter the era, no matter the game, I think the most important thing is to know your opponent. That’s the quickest way to mastering any game in the genre. That said, actually getting your hands dirty with a variety of characters will help you to understand what they’re capable of and what their strengths or weaknesses may be. You can then exploit this knowledge when on the other side of the ring. In that sense, I highly recommend that players experiment with as many characters as they can to deepen their knowledge of the game. HGM: For SFIV tournaments, do you prefer them to be run with a ‘locked’ character selection, or the freedom to change characters?



Our goal was to lower the barrier of entry into this game to the point that even those who don’t traditionally play ¿ghting games won’t feel daunted by it and can jump right in. From what I’ve heard from fans at various events and arcades, we have achieved this goal. That does leave us with a little less focus on the hardcore, but the problem is that if we had spent too much time and energy skewing the game in favor of the pros, we could risk blowing our goal of bringing back lapsed SFII players. You can see our dilemma. In the end, we decided to cast the net as wide as possible and open the game up to more people. The pros have also jumped on board, showing us that our target market is indeed vast and giving us con¿dence that we have not left anyone behind. HGM: SFIV has returned to a more ‘simpli¿ed’ system. How complete do you feel SFIV’s core mechanics are? Do you plan on experimenting with new game-play features and game engine tweaking in future installments (making it more complex), or will you focus more on character balance and development (making it deeper)? Ono: Well, for now, I’d really like to spend some more time with this rulebook and continue observing the way people play. Here in Japan, arcade players are only now beginning to dig deeply into the game. Once the PS3 and Xbox 360 versions are released, we will have that many more players out there giving feedback and allowing us to research their reactions. Only after we know how our



Furthermore, we put a lot of energy into avoiding turning the game into a combo-fest. Instead, we steered the gameplay to focus more on distancing yourself from your opponent or closing that gap when necessary, harkening back to SFII gameplay. The big challenge was in deciding where to draw the line. We decided to spice things up by tuning the cancels to suit a feint-heavy gameplay style as well as the traditional cancel uses. Fine-tuning the balance when it comes to these cancels was a challenge, but we think we’ve come up with a really strategic ¿ghting tool that will show its depth as time goes on. HGM: It’s fun to be playing updated versions of the original twelve Street Fighters, and for the most part, the core of their gameplay hasn’t changed much. There is one exception, however: Chun-Li. I really like her new changes built upon her SFIII:3s foundation, but she appears to be a character with a very high learning curve again, like in Super Street Fighter II Turbo. Why does Chun-Li keep changing so much from game to game? Ono: Chun-Li is the eternal Capcom heroine, no matter the series or title we speak of, and she will continue to ful¿ll that role in the future. Basically, we want her to stand out as our heroine, so a lot of effort is put into tuning her and establishing a solid and unique feel for each title in which she appears. As for me, I want gamers to appreciate her strength as well as her beauty, so we have tuned the game to this end. HGM: How big of a factor was the Focus Attack system when designing the new characters and adapting classic ones? Ono: Well, the Focus Attack system serves many purposes. Obviously, it’s there to add a layer of strategy, but it serves another very important role as well in that it gives us an opportunity to show off the characters personalities. The type of move they perform and the way they pull it off, their reaction to their own move, it all serves to give us a glimpse at the kind of characters these ¿ghters are. This is especially useful when dealing with the new characters as they haven’t yet had time to enter the consciousness of the average gamer. HGM: What kind of challenges did you have when designing the game for a 16:9 screen ratio? It seems HARDCORE GAMER MAGAZINE_VOLUME 4_ISSUE 4_BLEEN



Ono: An argument could be made that the parry system in SFIII: 3rd Strike took on a similar role to the Super Armor. At least that’s the way I look at it. If parrying has any negatives, it would have to be that really mastering it — knowing how to activate it, how to use it effectively, when to unleash it and when to hold back these aspects — was extremely dif¿cult and narrowed our audience for III. As for the Super Armor in IV, it is really the result of wanting to add a gameplay element that would be available to anyone, that would suit the images of the characters themselves, and that would inherit the type of gameplay that parrying brought to III, albeit with a different feel. HGM: I felt that with SFIII, it was easy to be lazy with strategy and matchups because of the tactical superiority of the Parrying system. You didn’t have to learn what moves could beat another character’s moves because you could just Block it and retaliate with a super. It was the great equalizer. But with SFIV, even though it is easier to introduce to people, it actually has deeper strategy because of the importance of learning character-speci¿c matchups. Is there any basis to this? Ono: This is probably the result of steering the general gameplay as much as possible to encourage “yomi”, or the reading and predicting of an opponent’s moves. Even if you know your opponent’s character inside and out, it
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Ono: I really prefer the locked style of tournament play. We’ve already run a few tournaments in Japan and we’ve found that limiting the character selection is more fun for the audience as it brings about some match-ups that would seem, at ¿rst glance, to be rather unbalanced. But that’s when the pros kick it into overdrive and let us see what they’re really made of. I’ve seen some amazing matches at these tournaments. HGM: 14. Rumor has it that the legendary Umehara Daigo is well on his way to racking up 10,000 wins with his Ryu (if he hasn’t exceeded that already). What kinds of contributions have top-tier players like Daigo, Ohnuki, and others, made to the SFIV development process? Ono: Well, I can’t make any claims as to whether this is actually the real Umehara, but it so happens that the holder of the number 1 rank on the Grandmaster chart in IV is a player who goes by the name UMEHARA. You can draw your own conclusion. Like I’ve said before, the concept behind IV is chess. And by that, I mean that it’s a tool accessible to a variety of users, each playing at their own skill level. With chess, we have matches that run the gamut from televised and hyped showdowns between Russia and America, all the way down to a grandfather and his grandson playing on a folding table in the backyard on a relaxing Sunday evening.



audience feels will we embark on any major adjustments. That said I wouldn’t put my money on changes so sweeping as to completely rewrite the rulebook. Should I get a chance to make an updated version, the ¿rst thing I would do is lean on the information we’ve gathered from players and make sure that our adjustments are in line with what people want. At any rate, I think we’ve looking at minor tweaks to the original rulebook and not a reinvention of the wheel. HGM: Finally, after what date do you anticipate we could get access to the console versions? Ono: I’m focusing all my energy on getting the game out sometime this winter season. Players in Japan and elsewhere in Asia have access to the arcade game, but fans in North America and Europe aren’t so lucky. There are a few machines Àoating around, and some fans have been cool enough to seek us out at various events to get a chance to play, but the majority of potential players are eagerly awaiting a proper home port. That doesn’t seem fair to me, so I want to do what I can to get the game in those players’ hands as soon as humanly possible. Instead of focusing on unnecessary additions, our primary goal is to get the game out there so that people can begin delving into this ¿ghting tool. That’s what the team is focused on right now.
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